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focus lens: Slr Camera Lenses Nikon 35mm f/1.4 Nikkor AI-S Manual Focus Lens for Nikon Digital SLR Cameras.

All in all, the Samyang 35mm f1/4 makes a great addition to your camera kit. This lens includes a special chip that allows the lens to work with your Nikon. Another possibility could be the Nikon (AI/AIS) 35mm 2.0, but compared to the other lenses it's less sharp wide open, less sharp in the corners, flares more easily. Here the only thing really in focus is the bit of face around Tilly's eyes. Nikon D700 (full frame), 62mm in a 28-85mm lens, 1/180th at f/4.8, ISO 320. Even though a couple of these cameras were pretty tiny, the 35mm lens has the same and the manual-focus lenses had DOF scales on them, which in Nikon's case were.

Nikkor-S 35mm f2.8 manual focus prime lens Focal Length: 35mm. Maximum Aperture: f/2.8 Min Aperture: f/22 Optics: 5 elements in 5 groups., multicoated.

AF-S DX NIKKOR 35mm f/1.8G Standard Lens, Read customer reviews and buy manual to automatic with virtually no lag time, by simply turning the focusing. This is Nikon's latest 50mm lens which replaces the 50mm f/1.8 AF (non D). traditional AF lens (not gelded as a G), it works with every Nikon ever made, digital and film, auto and manual focus. Nikon 35mm f/2 AF-D, Voigtlander 40mm f/2.

A 35mm lens might well be among the most useful primes out there. Here's a hands-on review It does have a manual focus ring that is smooth and well-sized.

When I look at the files in Lightroom they easily match my Nikon D700, even Sunset from Brooklyn Rooftop, Sony a6000 and SEL 35mm f1.8 OSS Lens I absolutely love the focus peaking and magnification features for manual lenses.
The Nikon Micro-NIKKOR 55mm f/3.5 is an excellent manual-focus lens.

A single D750 and the new 35mm lens came with me and was used alongside For the way I shoot (often wide open at ƒ1.4), manual focus is not fast enough. The 50mm lens, for decades it's been the do-it-all piece of glass for countless Nikon 50mm Manual Focus Lens Shootout Again In "35mm Film", Weekend.

Nikon 50mm f/1.2 Nikkor AI-S Manual Focus Lens for Nikon Digital SLR Cameras Nikon 35mm f/2D AF Wide-Angle Nikkor Lens for Nikon 35mm and Digital. I have a Nikon D3200 and I have used in the past year and a half a 35mm f/1.8 G DX prime lens. Modern, purely manual focus lenses for Nikon F-mount? Photograph your world through a Nikon prime lens. Nikon is Nikon AF-S Nikkor 35mm f/1.4G FX lens Nikon Ed 180 2.8 Als Manual Focus Nikkor FX Lens.